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BACK to eArth 
Announcement, April 2022 
 

 
From left to right: (1) Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg at Eden Project, Autumn 2021. Photo: Steve Tanner, Courtesy: Eden Project.  
(2) Pollinator Pathmaker, Digital rendering of Serpentine Edition Garden 3 (detail), 2022. © Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg. Courtesy the artist. 
 

 
PoLLINAtor PAthMAKer CoMMISSIoN 
 
 

This April, Serpentine will launch the first London incarnation of artist Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg’s 
Pollinator Pathmaker, kickstarting Back to Earth 2022 activations that will include an exhibition 
presented at Serpentine North from 22nd June to 18th September 2022. Back to Earth is Serpentine’s 
continuous multidisciplinary programme evoking reactions to the environmental emergency.  
 
In collaboration with The Royal Parks, this third edition of the garden at North Flower Walk, an 
area measuring 227 metres long in Kensington Gardens, will comprise 4,471 plants including over 
60 different species. It will come into bloom early summer after its planting launch this April.   
 
The first edition of the artwork will bloom this spring at the Eden Project, Cornwall, original 
commissioner of Pollinator Pathmaker, followed by the first international edition presented by LAS 
(Light Art Space) in Berlin, the international edition founding commissioner.  
 
In line with Ginsberg’s artistic practice, Pollinator Pathmaker uses technology to raise awareness of 
the decline of pollinators, with the ambition to make the world’s largest climate positive artwork. 
The commission explores the story of the UK’s indigenous pollinators: their vital role, their current 
plight, and the plans and need for their conservation. 
 
Using the data-led method of algorithmic planting found at www.pollinator.art, created in 
collaboration with Google Arts & Culture, the project will focus on the needs of pollinators in the 
UK by creating planting designed for their tastes, rather than human taste. The artist will develop a 
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methodology for recording and monitoring pollinator activity around the garden, together with 
scientists and biodiversity experts.  
 
To boost the number of pollinators attracted to the area, Serpentine will call for those local to the 
garden, including communities, schools and friends, to also plant their own Pollinator Pathmaker 
using this innovative tool. The www.pollinator.art platform uses a special algorithm where plants 
‘empathetic’ to pollinating insects are arranged in a unique planting design generated for each 
gardener’s plot size and garden conditions. Each garden supports the greatest diversity of pollinator 
species possible. 
 
While the dangers facing honeybees are widely publicised, they are not the only pollinators. In the 
UK for instance, over 250 species of bee play a crucial role in pollination, alongside flies, beetles, 
wasps, moths and butterflies. Together, these insects pollinate many of our food crops, help the 
plants in our gardens and countryside to reproduce and flourish, and are a vital part of our 
ecosystems. 
 
Edition Garden 3 is presented with special support from Nicoletta Fiorucci Foundation and 
Google Arts and Culture, and will be on display for the next two years.  
 
Originally commissioned by the Eden Project with the support of Garfield Weston Foundation as 
part of Create a Buzz. Additional partners include Gaia Art Foundation and collaborators Google 
Arts & Culture. Curated by Misha Curson and Celine Holman.  
 
By creating a series of international edition gardens, Pollinator Pathmaker is growing into a global 
art-led campaign to save the world’s pollinators. A mission that is enhanced by the first 
international commissioner, LAS (Light Art Space) in Berlin, Germany.  
 
 
NOTES TO EDITORS 
 
About Serpentine and Back to Earth 
Back to Earth is a multi-year project that has and continues to invite leading artists, architects, poets, 
filmmakers, scientists, thinkers and designers to devise artist-led campaigns, protocols and 
initiatives that respond to the environmental crisis, with the support of partner organisations and 
networks. 
 
During the course of Back to Earth, new CLIMAVORE elements of the menu on offer at The Magazine 
at Serpentine North will be developed in collaboration with Benugo. The new menu will be available 
from the 21 June 2022.  
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Championing new ideas in contemporary art since 1970, the Serpentine has presented pioneering 
exhibitions for half a century from a wide range of emerging practitioners to the most 
internationally recognised artists of our time. 
 
About Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg 
Dr Alexandra Daisy Ginsberg is an artist examining our fraught relationships with nature and 
technology. Through artworks, writing, and curatorial projects, Ginsberg’s work explores subjects 
as diverse as artificial intelligence, synthetic biology, conservation, and evolution, as she 
investigates the human impulse to “better” the world.  
 
Ginsberg spent over ten years experimentally engaging with the field of synthetic biology, 
developing new roles for artists and designers. She is lead author of Synthetic Aesthetics: 
Investigating Synthetic Biology’s Designs on Nature (MIT Press, 2014), and in 2017 completed Better, 
her PhD by practice, at London’s Royal College of Art (RCA), interrogating how powerful dreams of 
“better” futures shape the things that get designed. Ginsberg won the World Technology Award for 
design in 2011, the London Design Medal for Emerging Talent in 2012, and the Dezeen Changemaker 
Award 2019. Her work has twice been nominated for Designs of the Year (2011, 2015), with Designing 
for the Sixth Extinction described as “romantic, dangerous… and everything else that inspires us to 
change and question the world”.  
 
About The Royal Parks 
The Royal Parks is the charity that exists to make sure London’s eight historic royal parks will always 
be there to enrich the lives of local residents and visitors to London.  
 
The charity looks after eight of London’s finest open spaces: Hyde Park, Kensington Gardens, St 
James’s Park, The Green Park, The Regent’s Park and Primrose Hill, Greenwich Park, Richmond Park 
and Bushy Park. It also manages other important open spaces in the capital, including Brompton 
Cemetery and Victoria Tower Gardens. 
 
About Google Arts & Culture 
Google Arts & Culture puts the collections of more than 2,000 museums at your fingertips. It’s an 
immersive way to explore art, history and the wonders of the world, from Van Gogh’s bedroom 
paintings to the women’s rights movement and the Taj Mahal. The Google Arts & Culture app is free 
and available online for iOS and Android. Our team has been an innovation partner for cultural 
institutions since 2011. We develop technologies that help preserve and share culture and allow 
curators to create engaging exhibitions online and offline, inside museums. 
 
About Eden Project 
Owned by the Eden Trust, the Eden Project is a global arts, science and educational charity with a 
social and environmental mission: to create a movement that builds relationships between people 

https://www.daisyginsberg.com/work/synthetic-aesthetics
https://www.daisyginsberg.com/work/synthetic-aesthetics
https://www.daisyginsberg.com/work/better/
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and the natural world to demonstrate the power of working together for the benefit of all living 
things. 
 
Eden champions creativity and critical thinking, and presents thoughtful and thought- provoking 
cross-disciplinary cultural, community and education programmes on-site and across local and 
national communities. You can read more at www.edenproject.com 
 
About LAS (Light Art Space) 
LAS is a Berlin-based art foundation that brings together art, technology and science. Committed 
to new ways of presenting art, LAS commissions experimental projects in unconventional spaces, 
both physical and digital. LAS is dedicated to future thinking and light is the foundation’s guiding 
principle – a symbol of imagination, discovery and innovation.  
 
For press information please contact:  
Head of Media Relations, Nicolas Smirnoff, nicolass@serpentinegalleries.org, +44 (0)7570 291018 
Press Officer, Laura Gosney, laurag@serpentinegalleries.org, +44 (0)7741 650686 
 
 
 

 


